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How well can international law (IL) adapt to cyberspace? Are existing

norms of IL sufficiently flexible to regulate a borderless, non-physical do-
main that has been created and increasingly conquered only recently? ‘Cyber
Operations and International Law’ sets out on the ambitious task to answer
these questions. The book by François Delerue provides an analysis of the
strengths and weaknesses of a legal order facing unprecedented challenges –
from cyber-attacks on nuclear plants to election meddling through digital
espionage.
The result of Delerue’s analysis is a comprehensive study of the current

state of IL applicable to cyber operations; in its length, depth, and thor-
oughness one of the first of its kind. Taking the classic law of state responsi-
bility as his starting point and foundation, the author meticulously lays out
the international legal framework limiting states’ behaviour in cyberspace.
The book will not only appeal to international legal scholars however.
Delerue makes an effort to bridge the gap between lawyers, computer- and
political scientists, explaining the essentials of each discipline to the others
where necessary. The author would be well-positioned to embark on that
endeavour, researching at the intersection of cybersecurity and law, and – as
the special rapporteur on international law of the EU Cyber Direct Project –
close to practice.
The structure of the book follows the one of the Articles on State Respon-

sibility (ASR). The criteria to establish a cyber operation’s attribution to a
state (Part I), its (un-)lawfulness (Part II), and the remedies a victim state has
at its disposal (Part III) are laid out successively. In its outline, the book thus
recalls the structure of a commentary one may take to hand in examining a
real-world case of a state-sponsored cyber operation. In its analysis however,
the compendium goes beyond a mere description or extraction of the lex lata
applicable to states’ behaviour in cyberspace.
Indeed, Delerue’s aspiration to contribute substantially to the discussion

surrounding the immense challenges regarding the application of IL to cyber
operations becomes clear already in his introductory chapter. Rightly so, he
criticises what he perceives as a discussion held in reverse, putting the cart
before the horse: That IL is applicable to cyber operations, he suggests,
cannot be the start of the journey. The latter is instead a claim to be proven,
ideally via analysing how it is applicable, via identifying gaps and insufficien-
cies of traditional IL on the way. Only in that manner, the (in-)necessity of a
new treaty or new rules tailored specifically to cyberspace becomes evident.
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That ‘[n]othing prevents international law from applying to cyberspace’ (p. 6)
will thus be – one of the many – outcomes of his book. Certainly, this
approach requires a close examination of classic IL. The more advanced
reader may therefore be surprised to find rather lengthy sections of the book
without any reference to modern technologies whatsoever. A closer
intertwinement of these parts with the cyber context might at times have
indeed been desirable. Then again, it is the compendium’s solid doctrinal
foundation that makes out one of its major achievements.

Delerue completes his introductory thoughts with a comparison of cyber-
space to other areas of human life whose regulation through IL was formerly
contested as well. The side view on international air and space law, however,
serves mainly to carve out a major difference hereto: cyberspace, it is argued,
is not a new physical environment. It is instead part of the domains of land,
sea, air, and space already regulated by IL.
These meta-considerations regarding the nature of cyberspace are sub-

sequently contrasted by an overview of some of the practical challenges still
affecting that very same application process: Most prominently, the 2017
failure of the United Nations Group of Governmental Experts (UNGGE) to
formally agree upon draft paragraph 34 of its final report. Therein, the
experts had planned to assert the general applicability of IL to the state use of
information and communication technologies.
It is at this point where the author’s view on IL’s potential and limits in

cyberspace shines through for the first time. That he perceives the failure not
as such but rather as ‘a demonstration of the vigorous academic and interna-
tional discussion of these matters’ (p. 15) might at first sight seem overly
optimistic. Delerue however applies a sober and realist approach in his
assertations, drawing on established techniques of interpretation and guiding
principles of IL. He is not hesitant to highlight the risk of a geographical
fragmentation of IL due to the rejection of paragraph 34 by certain states. On
the other hand, he equally elaborates on how the ‘significance of that attitude
is to confirm rather than to weaken the rule’ (p. 18).
Drawing on the existing law of state relations, most impressively by

consulting a vast array of international jurisprudence, is one of the techniques
that will give the most credibility to the author’s line of argument. This
becomes clear from the start of the main part of the book, analysing in a first
step the attribution of cyber operations to states (Part I). A such may be
attributed directly to the latter, to an individual, or else to the machine the
operation is launched from. These three dimensions need to be perceived as
separate from one another, particularly due to the numerous technical possi-
bilities of hiding the true location or identity of the computer. The author
gives an overview of the technical forensics at stake, comprehensible also for
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those unfamiliar with the relevant details of applied informatics. It becomes
clear how very easily serial numbers, IP and MAC addresses can be ‘spoofed’
(p. 67).
This risk of misidentification, linked to the technical challenges of the

process of attribution, is however but one side of the coin. Its practical
challenges further relate to (geo-)political pitfalls: Which state would be keen
to publish technical evidence on an adversary’s cyber-attack, revealing in this
way its very own computing capabilities – and vulnerabilities? Particular legal
challenges will often emerge where non-state actors come into play. As so
often, Delerue works with hypothetical and real-world examples to make his
point on this issue, a key aspect of his analysis. Painting the picture of
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks on crucial infrastructure, he
explains how with a low degree of organisation, individuals working together
have a formerly unknown power in cyberspace. Where states incite private
persons to act en masse in such a way, the often extremely low level of
control they may exercise over their ‘helpers’ will cause trouble in attributing
their acts to the state. To come to this conclusion, Delerue goes into detail
regarding the highly ambiguous jurisprudence on the attribution of acts of
non-state actors to states. In this way, a classic of the debate surrounding the
jurisprudential fragmentation of IL attaints a surprisingly new significance in
the cyber context. Having made proof in his introductory chapter of being
aware of this discussion, some readers may, however, be left partially unsatis-
fied by the author’s handling of it. For once, relevant judgements are enumer-
ated without explicitly explaining their conjunct standing as the prime exam-
ple of fragmentation in IL. Not only the non-lawyer equally addressed by
the book may be left fairly puzzled by the different judicial responses to the
same problem. That the subsequent debate on these verdicts indeed produced
ways to flatten contradictions between them could therefore have been made
clearer. The position, for instance, that the International Tribunal for the
Former Yugoslavia delivered a judgement ultra vires by treating questions of
state responsibility might have been worthwhile considering.
In Part II, the author moves on to an analysis of the nature and lawfulness

of cyber operations. While underlining how these are not explicitly pro-
hibited under IL, multiple ways in which they may still breach its primary
rules are examined. The main outcome of this section goes hand in hand with
Delerue’s intention to contribute to filling a gap in the existing literature.
Indeed, scholarship has long focused on the extreme scenario of cyber
warfare. Cases, however, in which cyber operations cross the threshold of the
use of force or an armed attack, in the latter event even triggering the right to
self-defence of a victim state, are rare.
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Going beyond ‘the tip of the iceberg’ (p. 44), the book therefore gives
special attention to infringements of IL beneath the threshold. Naturally, this
includes first establishing where that (highly controversial) line is drawn in
cyberspace. Presenting the different approaches elaborated by scholars to this
end, Delerue himself stands closest to a consequences-based criterion: the
nature of the target affected by a cyber operation as well as the type of
damage caused to it are to be considered. In line with the position held by the
Tallinn Manuals and a seeming majority of scholars, it is therefore argued
that physical damage cannot be the only factor in assessing questions of cyber
force. Where (non-physical) data, stored for instance in a critical industrial
facility, is erased, this could also amount to such a use of force.
Where the threshold is not met, in turn, the cyber operation may still have

breached the territorial sovereignty of a state or could constitute a violation
of the principle of non-intervention. On the latter, Delerue appears to again
argue in line with the majoritarian view, holding that the intervention must
be coercive. Laying an important focus on questions surrounding the
interferences in the American and French elections in 2016 and 2017, the
respective section ends with a strong empirical analysis – and a daring
conclusion. Unlike others, Delerue sees coercion in the above cases at least
where data taken through hacks was released to the public. His taking on
when a state’s sovereignty is violated by a cyber operation, is equally worth a
read. Pointing towards how the passing of a ship through a state’s territorial
waters may amount to a violation of the latter’s sovereignty in traditional IL,
he convincingly criticises how the Tallinn Manual requires a certain harm to
result from a ‘cyber passing’.
Temporarily departing from the structure of the ASR, potential violations

of human rights (HR) and, at the lowest end of the intensity-scale, of the
principle of due diligence are equally discussed. This step outside the line,
however, is very much justified. At least the field of HR constitutes a crucial
example for areas in which IL might have to openly deviate from established
standards to satisfyingly regulate cyber operations. Having ‘effective control’
over an individual abroad might be too strict of a standard to ensure respect
for fundamental rights in the cyber context. Similarly, states might abuse of
the principle of due diligence by taking it as an excuse to justify mass surveil-
lance programmes – an approach that would erode the principle’s very basis.
Lastly, Part III of Delerue’s work explores the remedies the targeted state

of a cyber operation has at hand to invoke the attacking states’ responsibility
under IL. The usual suspects apply: Where a request for cessation and/or for
reparation is not met, the state may resort to measures of self-help. The
specificities of cyber operations will make some of these more or less likely
to provide assistance: Where data is erased, it cannot be brought back
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through restitution. Where a cyber-attack lasts only a fraction of a second,
demanding cessation will be superfluous.
In line with the author’s finding that cyber operations below the threshold

of an armed attack are to be given more attention, he underlines how
countermeasures – not self-defence – will be the ‘primary and preferred’ form
of self-help in the cyber realm (p. 424). Their aim must be to compel the
wrongdoing state to comply with its obligation, commonly applying mea-
sures with merely reversible effects. Delerue approves of voices in the litera-
ture pointing towards the downsides of this limitation in the cyber realm.
Unlike acts of self-defence, moreover, these measures may only be taken
individually by the affected state. Vast gaps in terms of cyber-warfare capabil-
ities will do the rest, impeding a targeted David to efficiently act against a
Goliath, leading Delerue to make out these limitations as a major deficiency
of IL in cyberspace. Unfortunately, the author avoids too large of a dis-
cussion on erga omnes norms in this context. These overarching obligations
that not only allow but even oblige all states to react in cases of violation
would, according to Delerue, be unlikely to be affected by cyber operations.
The reader might wonder, however, why the vast power that can be exercised
through digital means – and that becomes evident throughout the book –
could not equally be used one day to commit violations legally affecting all
states.
The author’s overall answer to how well he sees IL prepared to accommo-

date the challenges of cyberspace is thus a split one. Where he identifies legal
gaps, he takes them seriously, recommending to establish more suitable
frameworks. He speaks out for renewed standards on human rights in cyber
space, makes a forward-thinking suggestion on a potential duty to prevent
transboundary harm caused by cyber operations and seems to find a tailor-
made new approach to cyber force appealing. Needless to say, the highly
diverging – indeed fragmented – opinions of states on these issues render a
treaty on these topics a rather distant prospect.
Incidentally, this is equally the case for autonomous cyber operations, an

issue virtually neglected in the literature besides its more appealing older
sister of lethal autonomous weapon systems (LAWS). In line with his –
highly justified – criticism that cyber warfare is generally given too much
attention compared to its practical importance, Delerue finds autonomous
cyber operations a crucial topic not to be forgotten. However, one is sur-
prised in view of how rather unproblematic he perceives their actions’ attri-
bution to a state to be. Where programmed and launched by one, there
should be no question, he argues. While certainly a tenable position, a more
in-depth examination of the opposing voices in the context of LAWS might
have given his argument more stability at that point.
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More generally, the reader of the presented volume might occasionally
question how specific to the cyber context some of the gaps identified
actually are. At least on the topic of countermeasures, one must admit that
differences in warfare capabilities and such measures being uniquely per-
mitted to the targeted state alone have posed problems in traditional scenarios
as well. Nonetheless, Delerue aptly achieves to show how cyberspace serves
as a burning glass under which these issues – that have long exposed IL to
criticism – are now emerging clearer than ever. The topic of attribution of
acts of non-state actors comes to mind in this context, a question that has
remained unanswered for too long and whose consequences will unquestion-
ably pose even more prominent perils in the cyber future. The same goes for
equally contested topics such as the one of anticipatory self-defence. Unset-
tled questions will become more pressing in times where split seconds might
count in repelling a cyber-attack.
The IL gaps he identifies aside, the true value of Delerue’s work might be

found elsewhere. In times where the international legal order itself is under
constant attack, his assertation that nonetheless ‘international law matters in
cyberspace’ is an important one (p. 495). In this context, an aspect a review of
his work cannot forego needs mentioning: his substantial, albeit critical,
evaluation of the Tallinn Manual 2.0. In his book, Delerue draws on the
expert manual with caution, unhesitant to criticise its authors’ conclusions.
That he would take the manual not as an authority set in stone but as a work
marked by compromise allows him to come to some stimulating conclusions.
Most importantly, nothing but his own analysis of the current state of IL is
taken as the foundation of his chapters – not the manual claiming to have
already laid out the same. Consequently, he uncovers instances where Tallinn
2.0 deviates from what he convincingly, after thorough and in-depth evalua-
tion of state practice and jurisprudence, identifies as the lex lata (see particu-
larly pp. 198, 217, 363). The solution will not always be as simple as applying
the existing law as it is. Nonetheless, at least not complicating matters
unnecessarily appears a good way to start.

Rachel F. Behring, Berlin
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